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In this note we show how the use of abstract localization theory and relative invariants 
permits to introduce norms for generalized class groups, thus generalizing results by Knus- 
Ojanguren et al. 
Introduction 
In [9] Knus and Ojanguren define a norm map for modules in the following 
situation. Let S be an &ale R-algebra of finite type (i.e. finitely generated as an 
R-module) and consider the category (S, R)-mod consisting of S-modules and 
semilinear maps with respect to an R-automorphism 7 of S. The norm map is then 
a functor Ni : (S, R)-mod + R-mod, which is obtained by faithfully flat descent 
from the obvious map Ni: S-mod* R-mod, where S = R X . . . X R (n times, 
say). Indeed, it is well known, cf. [8] for example, that S is Ctale of finite type 
overRifandonlyifS@,,T=TX... x T for some faithfully flat extension T of 
R. This construction yields very useful results in the theory of Hecke actions on 
classical invariants, in particular in the case where S is a Galois extension of R, 
where we may of course take T = S is the above splitting! In this note. we 
describe a norm map for divisorially Ctale algebras S over a Krull domain R. It 
appears that this map, defined for a class of algebras over R which is significantly 
larger than that of etale R-algebras of finite type, yields several applications in the 
domain of class groups or reflexive Brauer groups of Krull domains. However, 
using the theory of relative invariants and ‘abstract localization’, such as expoun- 
ded in [6, 13, 14, 171, one may apply these results in an even broader context, 
including among others applications to generalized class groups, etc. This led us 
to formulate our results in a somewhat more abstract context. We hope that the 
possible inconvenience this will cause to the reader will be compensated by the 
larger field of applications. 
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1. The general machinery 
1.1. We assume the reader to be familiar with the contents of [6,14,17]. 
Throughout R denotes a commutative domain and cr an idempotent kernel 
functor in R-mod, the category of R-modules, such that R is a-closed. We denote 
by (R, a)-mod the category of u-closed R-modules, i.e. R-modules M such that 
the localization morphism j, : M-, Q,(M) 1s isomorphic. Here Q,(M) is the 
localization of M at (T and we view (R, a)-mod as a full subcategory of R-mod. 
We denote by 2!(a) the idempotent filter of Gabriel topology associated by V, 
i.e. the set of all ideals I of R such that R/I is cT-torsion and by YC(cr) the 
generically stable subset of Spec(R) attached to C, i.e. consisting of all prime 
ideals p of R such that R/p is a-torsionfree (or equivalently, such that p $2’(a)). 
We call R cT-noetherian if it is a noetherian object in (R, u)-mod. In particular, 
every ideal of R is then a-finitely generated. Recall that an R-module M is 
u-finitely generated if we may find an R-submodule N of A4 which is finitely 
generated and such that M/N is a-finitely generated and such that MIN is 
a-torsion. One easily proves that if R is cT-noetherian, then CT is completely 
determined by ?“(a). Indeed, if we denote by uRRP the idempotent kernel functor 
which is R-mod associated to p E Spec(R), i.e. for any M E R-mod we have 
a,_,M = {m E M: 3s E R -p, sm = 0} and Q,_P(M) = M,, the usual localiza- 
tion of M at p, then u = inf{a,_,: p E Y{(a)}. 
1.2. Let us illustrate the above terminology by some examples. Suppose that R is 
a Krull domain and let X”‘(R) denote the set of all height one prime ideals of R, 
then we denote by ui the idempotent kernel functor defined by u1 = 
inf{o,_,: p E X”‘(R)}. In this case R is a,-closed indeed and Yl(u,) = 
X”‘(R) U (0). If M is a torsionfree R-module, then M is u,-finitely generated if 
and only if it is a lattice. Moreover, M is then a,-closed whenever it is a divisorial 
R-module. 
Another example occurs when we start from a noetherian ring R and an ideal I 
of R, which then yields an idempotent kernel functor a1 in R-mod, defined by its 
Gabriel filter 2(Z) which consists of all ideals L of R with L 3 I” for some 
positive integer ~1. Let fi be the quasicoherent sheaf on Spec(R) canonically 
attached to an R-module M. Then for each open subset X(Z) = {p E Spec(R): 
Zgp} of Spec(R) we have T(X(I), &?) = Q,(M) (Deligne’s formula). Moreover, 
fi 1 X(1) is coherent if and only if M is u,-finitely generated. 
1.3. We call an R-module E a-quasiprojective if for all p E Y{(u) the module E, 
is projective (hence free) over R,. We say that E is u-faithful if Q,(E) is a 
faithful R-module. Finally, E is called a u-progenerator for R if it is u-closed, 
u-finitely generated, u-quasiprojective and u-faithful. 
Over a Krull domain, a,-progenerators are just divisorial R-lattices. Over a 
noetherian domain, u[-progenerators correspond to R-modules M such that 
k ] X(Z) is locally free of finite rank. 
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The class of cT-progenerators behaves nicely with respect to several operations. 
For example, if E and F are a-progenerators over R, then so is Hom,(E, F). In 
particular, the dual E* of any a-progenerator E is a cT-progenerator. Denote by 
El F the ‘modified’ tensorproduct Q,(E BR F), cf. [lo, 12, 141. Then El F is a 
a-progenerator, whenever E and F are. 
1.4. Let R and S be a-closed. We call R C S a g-separable extension if for all 
p E X(o) we have that SPIR,, is separable or equivalently that S is a-quasiprojec- 
tive over SI S through the canonical map Al. : SI S+ S induced by the multiplica- 
tion m: SC!GR S+ S. We call S/R ‘really c-separable if I_C makes S into a 
projective SlS-module or equivalently, if there exists an (idempotent) e E S_LS 
with p(e) = 1 and e(al1 - lla) = 0 for all a E S. Here alb is the image of 
a @ b E S BR S through the localization morphism S gR S + SI S. 
1.5. Proposition. If SIR is o-separable and a-finitely generated, then S is really 
v-separable. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence O+ J(S) -+ Se3 S+ 0. As S is a-finitely 
generated over R, so is S’ (and hence so is also Sf = Q,(S)), hence S’ is 
VT-noetherian and it follows that J(S) ‘s 1 c-finitely generated over R hence a 
fortiori over S’. This proves that S is a g-finitely presented S-module, in the 
sense that there exists a morphism of Se-modules u : T+ S such that Ker(u) and 
Coker(u) are a-torsion and such that T is a finitely presented Se-module, cf. [14]. 
In particular, this yields that for any p E YC((T) and any a-closed Se-module N, we 
have an isomorphism (Hom,,(S, N)), = H omSP(SP, N,). Indeed, through u the 
fact that N is cr-closed yields an isomorphism &om,,(S, N)), = (Hom,,(T, N)), 
and the second member is Hom,,(T,, N,) since T is finitely presented over S’, so 
the fact that T,, = S, (through UI yields the assertion. 
Now, for any p E X(a), consider the following commutative diagram: 
Hom,,(S, S’)P --+ Hom,,(S, S)P 
Hom,;(S, Si) --+ Hom,;(S,, S,) 
The vertical arrows are isomorphisms by the foregoing and the lower horizontal 
map is isomorphic, since S,IR, is separable. It follows that the upper horizontal 
map is isomorphic and as this holds for all p E X(c+) we obtain that p induces an 
isomorphism 
Qc(HomSP(S, Sf))G Qrr(HomSP(S, S)) = S 
Since S is cT-quasiprojective over S’ and Sf is a-closed, it follows that 
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Hom,,(S, Sf) and Hom,,(S, S) are cT-closed as well, cf. [18], hence 
Hom,,(S, Sf) = Horn&S, S). Finally, we obtain that S is a direct summand of Sf, 
hence a projective S’-module, indeed. 0 
1.6. This result is especially useful if we consider a-Galois extensions SIR, cf. 
[2,3,14], i.e. such that S,IR, is a Galois extension with fixed group G for all 
p E X(o), or, equivalently, such that 
(a) S/R is a-separable and S is a a-progenerator; 
(b) there exists a finite G > Am,(S) with SC = R; 
(c) for all p E X(S, a), for g # 1 in G there exists s E S with g(s) - s up. 
Here, X(S, a) is the set of all p E Spec(S) such that a(Slp) = 0. It follows that a 
cT-Galois extension of R is really a-separable and one may check that SIS = 
V(S: G) as S-algebras, where V(S: G) is a sum of ICI copies of S, the isomor- 
phism being given by sending a I b to c REG ag(b)eg, where {e,: g E G} is a free 
basis for V(S : G). This morphism is an isomorphism of S-modules if we let S act 
on the first factor of SIS. 
1.7 Call an R-module E m-flat if for each injection u: M’-+ M of R-modules the 
kernel Ker(u @ E) is a-torsion. Equivalently, if for all p E X(cr) the R,-module 
E, is flat. We call E u-faithfully flat if it is m-flat and if for any M E R-mod we 
have that E @ M is o-torsion if and only if M is a-torsion. One easily verifies that 
any a-progenerator is a-faithfully flat. The theory of faithfully flat descent also 
works in the relative situation, for details we refer to [3,14]. 
1.8. For any v-finitely generated a-quasiprojective SIR define the bilinear form 
Tr,,, : S x S+ R by Tr,,,(x, y) = tr,,,(xy), where tr,,,:S-+ R is obtained by 
taking the trace of the regular representation S-End,(S) of S. This works as 
follows: let P be cr-finitely generated and a-quasiprojective, then by [14], 
End,(P) = PIP* and we define the trace End,(P) = PI P*-t R to be induced 
by P @ P* --, R : p @fw p( f). Locally, at each p E YC(o) these morphisms are the 
usual ones. In particular, we will be able to apply local-global arguments to Tr,,,. 
Finally, for any family of elements xi, . . . , x, in S, denote by D(x,, . . , x,) 
the determinant of (Tr,,,(x,xj)) and by G,(S/R) the localization at u of the ideal 
of R generated by the D(x,, . , . , xn) for all n-tuples (x,, . . . , xn). 
We have the following: 
1.9 Proposition. Let S be a commutative R-algebra which is u-closed. The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) S is a a-progenerator and S is a-separable; 
(2) There exists an R-algebra T which is a a-progenerator and which is 
u-separable, such that SI T = T” as T-algebras; 
(3) There exists a o-finitely generated u-faithfully flat R-algebra T such that 
S I T = T” as T-algebras, 
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(4) S is a cr-progenerator over R and the bilinear form Tr,,, induces an 
isomorphism S = S*; 
(5) S is cr-finitely generated as an R-module and 6a(SIR) = R. 
Proof. Let us first verify that (4) and (5) are equivalent. Recall from [8] that the 
following assertions imply each other: 
(i) Tr,,, is nondegenerate and S is free of finite type over R; 
(ii) There exist generators x,, . . . , x, for S such that D(x,, . . , xn) is a unit of 
R. 
Now, (4) is equivalent to saying that S is a-finitely generated over R and that for 
all p E X(g) the map Tr,,, induces an isomorphism S,, = Sz, together with the 
fact that S, is free of finite rank over R,. Note also that S is necessarily cT-closed, 
S being an R-progenerator. Now, the last statement is equivalent to saying that S 
is c-finitely generated over R and that for all p E X(u) there exist generators 
Xl,. . . > x,* of S, over R, such that D(x,, . . . xn) is a unit of R,. Note that this 
implies that G_(S/R), = R, for all p E X(g), hence that 6,(SIR) = R, indeed. 
This proves (4) G (5). 
Let us now prove that (1) j (2). First note that for any a-finitely generated 
cT-quasiprojective R-module P we may define a local rank function 
rkcR,rr) : -%a>* C P ~rk(P~).Note however that if R is a domain, then rkcR,V) is 
necessarily constant. Indeed, if for some p E X(a) we have P,, = Rz, then 
K”I~ = KBR R “P =K@,P, = K (BR P, i.e. np is clearly independent of p E X(a) 
(K, is the field of fractions of R!). 
To prove the implication, let us proceed by induction on the rank of S. If 
rk (R,r,J(S) = 1, then S = R (as R and S are assumed to be cT-closed). Assume that 
the assertion holds for all S + T, morphisms of R algebras, where S and T are 
a-closed, T/S a-separable, T a a-progenerator over S, rk(,.,,(T): X(a)+Z, 
p++rkSp(Ty) constant and rkc,Y,,,(T) <rk(,,,,(S). Clearly S+ SIS is one of 
these. Indeed, SIS is cT-closed and a-finitely generated over S (which is 
cT-noetherian, being a-finitely generated over the cT-noetherian R!) and for all 
p E X((T), S, @ Sp/Sp is a separable progenerator. Finally, since S has ‘a-constant 
rank’ over R, it follows that rk,,s,Vj(SIS) is constant as well. Now, since S is 
a-separable and v-finitely generated, there exists an idempotent e E S-LS such 
that (SiS)e = S. Look at the decomposition SIS = (SIS)e@(SIS)(l - e), 
where the rank of (SIS)e and of (SlS)(l - ) e over S is strictly inferior to that of 
S over R. By induction there exist T,, T,IS which are a-separable 
and a-progenerators (over S) and such that (SIS)e I,$ T, -‘I T; resp. 
(SlS)(l - e) I, T, = Ty. It follows that T = T, I,Y T,IR does the trick. 
The implication (2) + (3) 1s obvious, as a a-progenerator is of course (T- 
faithfully flat. To prove (3) + (4)) recall that if T/R is g-finitely generated and 
v-faithfully flat, then a q-closed R-module E is a cT-progenerator if and only if 
TIE is a a-progenerator over S, cf. [2,3,16]. 
NOW, from SI T = T”, it thus follows that S/R is a a-progenerator. Moreover, 
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the morphism S+ S* induced by the trace yields an isomorphism SI T = S* I T 
by applying -I T, hence S + S* is an isomorphism. 
Finally, (4) + (1) may be proved by a local-global argument. Indeed, to prove 
that S/R is r-separable, localize at p, then S,/R, is projective and Tr induces 
S, 2: Sz, hence S,IR, is separable for all p E X(V). This finishes the proof. q 
1.10. An R-algebra S which is o-finitely generated as an R-module and which 
satisfies the above conditions will be called a-&tale. 
(Note: m-&tale algebras which are not necessarily o-finitely generated will be 
treated elsewhere). 
If we work with Krull domains and CT = u,, then we speak of a divisorially &tale 
lattice. 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
1.11. Theorem. To any a$nitely generated SIR which is a-&ale, we may associate 
a functor N”, : (R, S)-mod-+ R-mod such that 
(1) N:(M) = Nz( Q,(M)) for M E (R, a)-mod; 
(2) If S = Rd, then up to localizing at or N”, coincides with the norm defined by 
[91; 
(3) N’;(S) = R; N;(S& N) = N-L. * . i N (d times), where N E R-mod and d is 
the a-rank of S over R; 
(4) Ni(M gs N) = Ni(M)_LNi(N) for all M, NE (R, S)-mod; 
(5) NiXT(M x N) = N;(M)INS,(N) f or all ME (R, S)-mod, NE (R, T)- 
mod; 
(6) Ni(N:(M)) = N;(M) for all M E (S, T)-mod; 
(7) If S, T, U are R-algebras, then N:(M) I, U = Nc.‘(M I, U), where S’ = 
S I, U, T’ = T I, U and ME (S, T)-mod; 
(8) Zf A,<: S+ S is given by s’ HSS’, then Ni( A,) = A,,,(,). Moreover, Ni is 
completely determined by (l), (2)) and (7). 
Proof. We will only give some indications on the proof, as it rather closely 
mimicks that of a similar statement in [9]. We assume the reader to be familiar 
with the contents of [3,16] and in particular with the fundamentals of relative 
faithfully flat descent. One starts from a splitting cp: Sl. T* Td of S. For any 
S-module M, we make M-L T into a Td-module through 9, hence MI T = 
M, x..e x M, and by (l), (2), NFd(MIT) = M,I. ..IM, =m. As in loc.cit. 
one then defines a descent datum from T to R on 2, which yields N:(M) E 
R-mod, such that Ni(M)l_ T = Nid(MJ_ T) = z. Looking at the actual construc- 
tion, it is easy to see that for any p E X(o) one has Ni(M)p = N? (M,) where 
NSP ‘(R S )-mod+ R -mod is the norm constructed by Knus and Ojanguren, 
so?dncl on: has established the uniqueness of Ni, properties (3), (4)-(6), and 
(8) follow directly through a local-global argument. 
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Now, the construction of Ni only depends upon the splitting cp : Sl_ T+ Td, so, 
let ‘p, : SIT, + TT be another splitting with corresponding functor N,, then we 
want to show N, = Ni. Of course, we just have to look at the cases T = T, and 
‘p, : SI T+ Td another T-isomorphism and T C T, together with cp, = cpl T, , as 
one easily checks by considering T I T, (which contains T and T, !). The second 
case is trivial, of course, so we just have to look at the first case. Let MI T = 
M, x ... x M,, resp. MIT= N, X .. . x Nd, depending on whether we consider 
MI T as a Td-module through cp or 9,. Let h = N,_L. . .I Nd, then the identity 
l:M, x . . .xMd+N, x.. .Nd is cp P’cp,-semilinear and induces a commutative 
diagram 
where the vertical maps are the descent data defined by cp and ‘p,. It follows that 
the restriction of (‘pm”p,, 1) to N;(M) yields the desired isomorphism. Since (l), 
(2)> and (7) completely determine the descent datum, this yields the 
assertion. 0 
1.12. Note. As we have pointed out before, any cT-Galois extension R C S is 
m-finitely generated a-&ale, due to the isomorphism SI S*V(S : G). Let M be 
an S-module, then for any g E G = Gal(S/R) consider the gth conjugate M, of M, 
i.e. S acts on M through twisting with g. For a fixed g and any h E G define 
g”:M,+M,, in the obvious way, then g” is g-semilinear and the f induce a 
g-semilinear map 2: lhtC M, + IhEG M,. This yields a Galois descent datum 
(2: g E G} on IM,,. It is an easy exercise to see that N;\;(M) = ( _LhEG M,)G in 
this situation. Indeed, by 1.6, S,, is a .Galois extension of R, with Galoissgroup G 
for each p E X(a), so we know, by [9], that N;(M), = N/&M,,) = 
(@,,, Mp,,)G = ((I,,, M,),)“. Since G is finite, ((lhtC Mh)P)(’ = 
((1 htG M,,)‘), (this is not necessarily true for arbitrary G!), so the assertion 
follows from the fact that N” is a-closed whenever N is and G acts trivially on R. 
2. Applications 
2.1. Throughout S denotes an R-algebra and R and u will be as before. We define 
Cr in S-mod in the usual way, i.e. 6M = a(M,) for any M E S-mod, where M, is 
M viewed as an R-module. 
Moreover, in this case, Q,(M,) = Q,(M). Note that clearly P E X(F) if and 
only if p = P f7 R E X((T). Indeed, if P E .Yt(Ff), then a(SIP) = 6(SIP) = 0 and so 
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a(R/p) = 0, which yields p E ?[(a). On the other hand, if PE Z(G), i.e. 
cT(SIP) = SIP, then SIP is cT-torsion, hence so is R/p C SIP and p E Z’(u). 
2.2. Let us now look explicitly at Krull domains. One many prove, cf. [ll], that 
an extension R C S of Krull domains satisfies condition PDE if and only if S/R is 
divisorial. In particular, it then follows that a divisorial S-module is necessarily 
divisorial over R and that for any divisorial R-module A4 the module SI M is 
divisorial over S. So, if we want to satisfy the conditions imposed to make the 
norm work, we have that S is a divisorial R-lattice and the foregoing applies. 
For the definition of the relative Brauer group Br(R, V) and the relative Picard 
group Pic(R, u) of R with respect to V, we refer to [14, 16, 18, 191. If u induces Cr 
in S-mod, we will write Br(S, c) resp. Pic(S, V) for Br(S, 6) resp. Pic(S, G). 
There are canonical morphisms Pic(R, a)+Pic(S, a) and Br(R, u)+ Br(S, u), 
cf. lot. cit. 
2.3. Proposition. Let R and S be Krull domains such that S is a divisorial R-lattice 
and let cr, = inf{u,-,: p E X”‘(R)}, then 
(1) Cl(S) = Pic(S, w,); 
(2) P(S) = Br(S, vl) . 
Proof. Here Cl(S) is the divisor class group of S and p(S) its ‘reflexive Brauer 
group’, studied and introduced in [l, 10,201. Let a,\, = inf{vs_,: P E X(‘)(S)}. 
First note that a m1 s -closed , (=divisorial) S-lattice is also a divisorial (= u,- 
closed) R-lattice. Conversely, if an S-module E is an R-lattice, then it is also an 
S-lattice and if it is a,-closed, then it is a,,,- closed. Indeed, we have to prove that 
(+I = (+l.S. Now, R C S has PDE, so we claim that X(5,) = X”‘(S) U (0). 
Indeed, if P E X”‘(S), then this P fl R E X”‘(R) U {0}, hence p = P n R E 
x(u,), i.e. P E Yl(G,). Conversely, if P E Yc(6,), then p = P fl R E X”‘(R) U 
(0). If P@@“(S) U {0}, then there exists 0 5 Q 5 P in Spec(S) and 0 5 Qp 5 
P,.Forq=QnRwehaveeitherq=Oorq=p,soQ,nR,=OorQ,nR,= 
pR, = P, n R,. Since S is an R-lattice, S, is finitely generated over R,, hence 
(INC) yields a contradiction. This already proves that divisorial modules are 
o;-closed and conversely, i.e. G, = u, s. Since it is well known, cf. [14], that 
Cl(S) = Pic(S, u,,~) and p(S) = Br(S, i,,,), this proves the assertion. q 
2.4. As in [9], consider a subcategory &(R, u) of (R, u)-mod with the following 
properties (we only mention the ones on objects!): 
(1) If A, BE ti(R, a), then AIB E &(R, a); 
(2) If A E &(R, a), then AIS E &(S, a); 
(3) If S is u-faithfully flat and u-finitely generated over R, then A.LS E 
.&(S, u) implies A E &(R, a). 
Then N”, restricts to a functor Ni : &!(S, a) * &(R, a). Let us give some exam- 
ples of this phenomenon. 
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Relative Picard groups 
2.5. From [2,3,16] we recall that if S is a cT-progenerator over R, then an 
R-module E is a-invertible if and only if EIS is a-invertible. The above 
properties are thus clearly satisfied in the a-finitely generated cr-Ctale case. Hence 
we obtain a functor Ni:Pic(S, o)+Pic(R, g). Indeed, 1.11.4 yields that 
Ni(MasN) = Ni(M)INi(N) for any M, N in R-mod, hence that 
N.);(MlN) = Ni(M)INi(N). As N;(S) = R by 1.11.3, the assertion now fol- 
lows easily. Note also that the composition of Ni : Pic(S, a)+ Pic(R, a) with the 
canonical map Pic(R, a) + Pic(S, a) : [E] * [El S] is just multiplication by 
rk(,,,,(S) = d. 
2.6. In particular, let R C S be Krull domains such that S is a divisorially &ale 
lattice over R, then we know that Pic(R, c,) = Cl(R) and Pic(S, a,) = Cl(S), so 
the norm yields a grouphomomorphism Ni : Cl(S)+ Cl(R) such that 
Cl(R)+ Cl(S)+ Cl(R) is multiplication by the (constant) local rank of S over R. 
2.7. This example may be generalized as follows. Recall that SIR is o-faithfully 
flat if S/R is a-flat and if for all p E K(a) we may find P = Spec(S) such that 
Pn R=p, cf. [4], or equivalently such that S,IR,, is faithfully flat for all 
p E x(a). 
In [4] Claborn and Fossum define a ring R to be n-noetherian if it is 
rm-noetherian, where cn = inf{uR,,: ht( p) 4 n}. Similarly, let SIR be said to be 
n-flat if for all P E X(“)(S) and p = P fl R we have that S,IR, is flat (hence 
faithfully flat). Assume from now on that S is g,-finitely generated over R. 
2.8. Lemma. If S is n-flat, then it is u,,-flat. 
Proof. Since for any p E Y”(cT~) we have that S,, is a finitely generated R,-module, 
we have GU, LO and INC, so, if p E X’“‘(R), there exists a P E X’“‘(S) with 
P n R = p and Rp+ S,+ S,, is faithfully flat. It follows that R,+ S, is flat 
indeed. 0 
Note that the weaker condition that R C S be cr,-flat is not sufficient for our 
purposes, although one easily checks that for any p E YC(a,) we may find a prime 
ideal P of S of the same height as p with P n R = p (and R, -+ S, faithfully flat). 
2.9. Lemma. If SIR is n-flat and p,,-finitely generated, then 17~~~ = uss.n. 
Proof. We have already pointed out that P E YC(6,,,) if and only if P fl R = p E 
V~/L,, ). Now, if P E YC(a,,,), then ht(P) 5 II, so, as S/R is n-flat, ht( p) 5 n, 
hence P E Y’(O,,,). Conversely, if p E YC(CF~,,,), then p E Z(CT~,,~) and ht( p) 5 n. 
Now R,--t S, is flat and finitely generated and R, + S,- S, is faithfully flat. 
Applying GU + LO + INC to P, it easily follows that ht(P) 5 n, i.e. PE 
Wqs., ). 0 
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2.10 Corollary. Pic(S, u,~,~) = Pic(S, u~,~). 0 
2.11. Let us write Cl,(R) for Pic(R, oRR,n ) It follows that if S is an-finitely 
generated, n-flat and an-&tale over R, then the norm map induces a morphism 
N”, : Cl,(S)+ Cl,(R) such that Cl,,(R)-+ Cl,(S)-+ Cl,(R) is just multiplication by 
the rank of S over R. Of course, there is some redundancy in the above 
hypotheses on S/R. Note also that the condition of being n-flat is a natural 
generalization of that of satisfying PDE. Recall that for any multiplicative subset 
S of R (which is of course regular, since R is assumed to be a a-closed domain) 
there is an exact sequence 
l-+ U(R)+ U(S-‘R) + Pic(R, S, a)+ Pic(R, o)- Pic(S-‘R, V) 
where Pic(R, S, a) consists of all a-closed NC S-IQ,(R) such that Q,(MN) for 
a similar N. In the above situation, if we choose u = a,, and S = R - {0}, then 
S- ’ = K, the field of fractions of R. We thus obtain a short exact sequence 
l+ P(R)--; D,,(R)+Cl,(R)+ 1 
Here P(R) = U(K) /U(R), the ‘principal divisors’ and D,,(R) is the group of all 
a,-closed Z C K with the property that for some J C K of the same type 
Q,t(ZJ) = R. Note that we may choose J = I-’ = {q E K: ql C R}. Indeed, clear- 
‘Y Z -’ is a,-closed, for if Lq C I-’ forsomeqEKandLE2’(a,),thenLqZCR, 
so qZ C R as R is a,-closed and q E I- ‘, indeed. Next, from Q,,(ZJ) = R we get 
for each p E %“(a,,) that Z, J, = R,. Now ZJ C Qun(ZJ) = R, so J C I-’ and J, C 
(I-‘),. We obtain R,> = Z,J,, C Z,,(Z-I),, = (II-‘),, C R,, i.e. (ZZZ’), = P,,, hence 
Q,,(ZZ--‘) = R. 
2.12. Another, more geometric application of the foregoing may be given as 
follows. Let R+ S be an injective morphism of noetherian domains, then for all 
ideals Z of R this yields a group morphism Pic(R, a,)+ Pic(S, 6,). Let J = SZ, the 
S ideal generated by I. We claim that 0, = a,. Indeed, P E 3’t(GI) if and only if 
(T,(S/P) = 0, i.e. Z C P. This proves P E YC(u,) and conversely. Of course X,(Z) = 
3”(a,) and X,(J) = YC(a,). Now, the above morphism yields a morphism 
f : Spec(S)-+ Spec(R), and one easily verifies that f’(X,(Z)) = X,(J), so the map 
on Picard groups above reduces to the usual map Pic(X,(Z))-+ Pic(X,y(J)), using 
the isomorphisms Pic(R, a,) = Pic(X,(Z)) and Pic(S, a,) = Pic(X,(J)), cf. 
[14,18]. We leave it as an easy exercise to the reader to prove that the induced 
map f ) X,(J) : X,y(J)* X,(Z) is &tale of finite type if and only if S is a,-finitely 
generated a&ale over R. It follows that we have a norm map N”, : Pic(X,7(J)) = 
Pic(S, c,)-+ Pic(R, ul) = Pic(X,(Z)) which coincides with the usual corestriction 
on Picard groups. The cohomological fact that cores0 res : Pic(X,(Z))-+ 
Pic(X,(J))-+ Pic(X,(Z)) is just multiplication by the degree, now follows directly 
from the foregoing. 
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2.13. Let us conclude by giving some indications on the behaviour of relative 
Brauer groups. From [2,3,16] it follows that if S is a cT-progenerator over R, then 
an R-algebra A is a cT-Azumaya algebra if and only if SIA is a G-Azumaya 
algebra, so it easily follows that 2.4(l)-(3) IS satisfied for &(R, c), the category 
of a-Azumaya algebras over R. So, in order to derive a map on relative Brauer 
groups, it suffices to verify that a-progenerators (resp. endomorphism rings of 
a-progenerators) over S are mapped onto a-progenerators (resp. endomorphism 
rings of a-progenerators) by Nz. 
Let T be a-finitely generated and cT-faithfully flat over R, then we have seen in 
[3, 161 that a a-closed R-module E is a cT-progenerator if and only if TIE is a 
a-progenerator over T. Since by assumption S is split by some R-algebra T of this 
type, it is clear that in the definition of N;‘, we may assume S to be of the form 
S=Rx... x R (d times). Let E be a a-progenerator over S, i.e. E is a a-finitely 
generated S-module and E, is an R,-progenerator for all p E Ye(a). Clearly 
E= E, x .‘. x E, where each Ei is a g-finitely generated R-module. It follows 
that E, @. . . @ E,, hence N;(E) is a-finitely generated over R. From Theorem 
1.11(7) it follows that N;(E),, = N;,(E,), where N:’ is the usual norm for 
R, + S,, hence N;(E), is an R,-progenerator by [9]. We thus find that N;(E) is 
a a-progenerator over R, indeed. Mimicking the proof of [9, (4.4)] it is now easy 
to see that for any pair of cT-progenerators E, F over S one has 
Ni(Hom,Y(M, N)) = Hom,(Ni(M), N:(N)). Note that the second member is 
a-closed, since N:(M) is a-flat and N:(N) is a-closed. In particular, we obtain 
Ni(End,Y(E)) = End,(Ni(E)), hence 
2.14. Proposition. If S is a-finitely generated and a-&ale over R, then N”, induces 
a grouphomomorphism Ni : Br(S, a)+ Br(R, a). 0 
2.15. It also follows that any [A] E Br(R, c) which is split by a n-finitely 
generated cr-&ale S of local rank d over R, has exponent d in Br(R, a). 
Using Proposition 2.3, it follows as before that for a Krull domain R C S such 
that S is a divisorially &ale R-lattice, there is a grouphomomorphism 
Ni: /3(S)+ /3(R) with the expected properties. A similar result also holds in the 
geometric situation, cf. 2.12. 
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